
WRITING TIP 2 

Write an effective introduction. 

Most professional introductions are longer than a single sentence. Use the strategies below—

either separately or in combination—to craft your introductory paragraphs. You will notice that 

each of the following introductions leads up to essentially the same thesis statement. 

Strategy 1 — Use relevant background information. 

I realize that worms are a very available food source, that if I  dig 

up rich, damp earth, I will discover many of these squirming c reatures. 

If I  prefer not to harvest worms from the wild, I can buy a pound 

container at a bait shop for under a dollar. Since ground beef goes for 

$1.99 a pound, worms would be a considerable saving. I also know that 

worms are high in protein, and that some cultures consider them a 

delicacy. But even after considering all these positive factors, I still  

would never eat worms because they are unappetizing, difficult to 

prepare, and unpopular with other people.  

Strategy 2 — Tell an interesting, brief story or anecdote. 

When I turned twenty-one, my father decided to celebrate my 

birthday by getting me drunk. We went to El Torito, our favorite 

Mexican restaurant, where Dad ordered one margarita after another for 

me. A couple of hours into the evening, he asked the waitress to bring 

us straight tequila, which he set on fire with his cigarette lighter. 



"Bottoms up!" he toasted, and, after blowing out the flame, downed the 

drink. Following his example, I gulped my own shot. Two unpleasant 

sensations followed: even while the alcohol was burning my throat, I 

felt something solid slide down as I swallowed. "What was in that?" I 

naively asked. "A worm," my father said, grinning. I ran to the bathroom 

and threw up. This disagreeable memory is not the only thing that keep s 

me from eating worms. Other factors include the unappetizing 

characteristics of these creatures, the difficulty I would have preparing 

them, and their unpopularity with other people.  

Strategy 3 — Make a useful analogy. 

If I were a blue jay who had been b usy feeding her hungry 

fledglings, a plump, juicy worm would look delicious to me. If I were a 

trout who had worked up her appetite swimming in a stream, a worm 

would be a tasty morsel to satisfy my hunger. If I  were a mole who had 

spent an exhausting night digging tunnels in a human's lawn, a worm 

would be a fulfilling snack. Unfortunately, I have neither feathers, nor 

fins, nor fur, and I find the thought of eating worms repulsive. The 

reasons I would not want to eat these slimy creatures are that they ar e 

unappetizing, difficult to prepare, and unpopular with other people.  

Strategy 4 — Ask provocative questions. 

If you had a choice between a Whopper from Burger King and a 

plateful of worms, you would almost certainly choose the Whopper. But 

what if you were lost in the woods and dying from hunger, would you 

eat worms then? If you found yourself in such a situation, would you 



scoop handfuls of the wiggling critters into your mouth? If my choice 

were between starving to death and eating worms, I would overco me 

my aversion to these slimy creatures. But unless I find myself in a 

situation where eating worms is my only salvation, I will avoid having 

them touch my lips because worms are truly unappetizing, difficult to 

prepare, and unpopular with other people.  

Strategy 5 — Use an appropriate quotation. 

"In comparison to other countries of the world, the United States 

is rare in that its people use no insects to supplement their diet," says 

Dr. George Alexander. He adds, "If we in this country could overcome 

our cultural aversion, we would find that worms, for example, offer a 

tasty, nutritious meal." Although Dr. Alexander is a respected 

entomologist from Harvard University, he fails to realize that there are 

other factors besides tradition that would keep me from eating these 

creatures: their unappetizing features, the difficulty I would have 

preparing them, and their lack of popularity with other people.  
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